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which was presented to the faculty at its meet
ing on December 2nd, was brought up for discussion*
A motion made by F.O. Smith was unanimously adopt
ed that the faculty refer this matter to a
committee of five for consideration and recommenda
tions to the faculty.

Note: The President subsequently appointed the
following persons members of the Committee on
Faculty Tenure: Whitlock, Coffman, Elrod, Farmer,
Jameson.

January 16, 1919

A meeting of the faculty was held at the
call of the President at 4:10 P.M. Vice Presi
dent Scheuch presided.
The following members responded to roll
call: Aber, Bateman, Buckhous, Carey, Coffman,
Corbin, Daughters, Farmer, Fenska, Gardner, Graff,
Greenburg, Howard, Hughes, Jesse, Jones, Kirkwood,
Lansing, Leyda, Mollet, Orbeck, Robinson, Scheuch,
Schwalm, Stone, Teagarden, Underwood, Valentine,
Wilson,

The following members were accounted for:
Burleigh, Coburn, Jameson, Levine, Lussky, Pope,
Schreiber, Sisson, F.O.Smith, Swenson, Thompson,
Whitcomb, Whitlock.
The following members came into the meet
ing after roll call: Bonner, Elrod, Lennes, Phillips,
DeLoss Smith, VanDeusen.
The following members were recorded as
absent without leave: Casey, Denfeld, M. Elrod,
Trexler, Wirth.

The minutes of the meeting held on December
13th were approved,

petitions from the following students were
received and acted upon as indicated:
Hodson, Lysle:
That the faculty requirement of physi
cal education for graduation be satisfied by taking
courses in physical education during the winter and
spring quarters. Petition recommended by Committee
on Admission and Registration. -Petition granted.

jAllfLJ.H.:
Petition for substitution of credits in
other subjects for the restricted electives "Philosophy

, t <+ amtnrfl * and. ’•History and Economics*; re
ferred to the faculty by the Cojamittoj °» ^i88ion
and Registration without recommendation. Re
ferred to Curriculum Committee and chairman of
Committee on Admission and Registration with power
to act •

Wands M.L :
petition to substitute credits
In oiAer'euojects lor the restricted electives in
language other than English, and "Literature and
philosophy*; referred to faculty by Committee on
Admission and Registration without recommendation.
Referred to Curriculum Committee and Chairman of
Committee on Admission and Registration with power
to act •
A petition from the Pan-Hellenic organiza
tion of sororities having been made and referred to
the Committee on Student Life, the Committee re
commended that the 1 oilowing rule be adopted:
Section one of the rules concerning the
eligibility of initiation into a fraternity or
sorority (pages 26 to 27, Student Handbook) be
modified, for the year 1918-19 only, to read as
follows: "Section 1; A student who during the
winter quarter has earned 12 credits in this Uni
versity may be initiated on or after April 5th. *
e
The following rules concerning continuous
courses, recommended by the Committee on Admission
and Registration, were adopted:
kinds:

“Continuous Courses shall be of three

“(A) Courses granting no completed, credit
unti1 the entire course shall nave oeen finished
admit of no interim without examination
or review of the^jfqrk already covered, (Action
on this section postponedT'until a later meeting •")'

"(B) Continuous courses admitting of an
interim without examination or repetition oftTie
portion already co'yeFid out giving no credit toward
graduation until finished.
Such courses should be
designated by the same number for the entire course
with the addition of the letter a.b, or c. as ?he '
case may oe, for each quarter’s work, and S 11a
S lib, or S 11c should be made the designation if
any component part be given in the summer quarter
n should be attached to the grade for each auarl
ter save the last of the course when recorded?
creditcourses giving completed

ZTiSt' Sucn c°urBe8 ma» ue given in any quarter

of the year and should be designated by the
number for the entire course. The letters ah
h
w?k°of e^’hatta<^ed t0 the numDer to designate th!
* thefgrade record^X’™ 8h°Uld not be atUched

ponent part of the
^g?y"Xth^ “ °°Bquerter, it should be designated thus: Sll^etc.-

expenditures during the

The faculty unanimously adopted, a recommendstion from the Curriculum Committee disapproving the
request of the Medical School of the University
of Oregon that the State University of Montana grant
the baccalaureate degree after three years residence
in the State University of Montana and the success
ful completion of the first year’s work in the Medi
cal School of the University of Oregon.

A motion was adopted that regular meetings
of the iacuity oe held at 4:10 P.M. on the second
Tuesday of each month.
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Mr. Carey, chairman of the Schedule Committee
brought up for discussion the difficulty of students
in arranging programs of studies. A motion was adopt
ed that a committee of seven be appointed by the
President to consider the whole subject ot the sched
ule, and that representatives of the Committees on
Admission and Registration, Curriculum, Schedule, and
Scholarship, the Department of Education, and a de
partment offering restricted electives be included
on this committee.
The President later appointed the following
persons members of the committee: Carey, (Chairman),
Daughters, Fen ska, Hughes, Jesse, Kirkwood, Phillips.
The following recommendation from the
Committee on Athletics was presented by Physical
Director Schreiber, and unanimously adopted:

n

"Eligibility Rules of Pacific Coast Conference
as adopted by the Northwest Conference at the meet
ing December 14, 1918. (Replacing the prior rules
6-7-8.)
“No person shall participatein any inter
collegiate sport.
1. Unless he is a bona fide student during
at least 12 hours work in a regular or special
course as defined in the curriculum of his
school or college.
2. Unless he shall have passed eleven hours
of work for the semester or quarter of resi
dence previous to participation. If the normal
amount of work required in his course is more
than 16 hours he must have passed in 11/16 of
the normal amount, provided however, that a
fractional portion of an hour shall not oe re
garded in declaring eligibility.
3. Unless one week before the first Confer
ence game he shall be carrying eleven hours
satisfactorily or 11/16 in accordance with
section 2. All members of the squad found
eligible at this time shall be declared scholas
tically eligible for the season in question.
4. No student shall represent nis institution
in any inter-collegiate game or contest who
has total failures on his previous record in
that institution as follows, Sophomore 8 hours;
Junior 12 hours; Senior 16 hours. For the pur
poses of this rule it is understood that pre
vious record shall be interpreted as meaning
the student’s entire previous record in that
institution."

A recommendation from the Committee on
Athletics concerning the Administration of Athletics

in the University was presented by Physical
Director, Schreiber. A motion was adopted that
copies of the recommendation be distributed and
consideration be deferred until thenext meeting*
Mr. Kirkwood called the attention of
the faculty to the fact that the particular ex
cellence for which the 1904 Class Prize for the
current year was to be awarded had not oeen
named by a member of the class, and that in
accordance with the rules of this prize the
faculty should name the particular excellence.
A motion was adopted that the matter be referred
to the Scholarship Committee with power to act.
Meeting adjourned.

Secretary

January 30, 1919
QoJ*fict i o n
minutes of the Faculty
meeting held January~~16th.
'------------- ~jL‘
T
dir?n^°rvof the faculty in the meeting
a5ti™UB?\kOtr the foUowing statement of the6
is substituted
J? concerning continuous courses
ported®1
d
statement previously re.

ree:XS°.^lrt^ fX^

^ration

■Continuous courses shall be of three kinds:

I

IlalsSrS^niTh-SdmTFTF^I^ ksve been
exapinati~o_—review 'nT
"llhout
4buch courses should b e"“d e sicn’^tZTT ^reb,dX covered.*
only, and should not be offered in ?>.One number
quarter unless carried over from
* 8ummer
or continued into the fir-t nnart^ Jrd <*uar*e*
suing year, or entirely comnlet^T °Lthe en“
quarter. in the catalogue descrinti t,he_8ummer
|
courses it should be stated thnt PU°n of such
be allowed unless completed in K ° CVedit *111
Upon the
"n" should
4.f‘e ^ear given.
grade
of record
every quart
the
I

Illi-out exaaination~°rr®^.???^tin^ °£ an interim
^rea& cgvggdrT^^gllL^ of the~0^T~

f

1-ini shed - Such^^TTr^TJ_ ** lo*ard graduaadditin8atte nuacer for the entire8 8hould b« designate*,
oe f^\°f the letter aX^r e
th the
I

Tx

8 11c ahnu?h 3uarter»s work, and’fi8??^ case maJ
nent part be £ “ i„ t’ de8iSnati0n if t-lib or
6 ven In tne sunnier Quart
corapoqUart«r. H should

be attached to the grade for each quarter
save the last of the course when recorded.
’(?) Continuous courses giving completed
credit.
Such courses may be given in any quarter of the year and should be designated by the
same number for the entire course. The letters
a»b, and c, should be attached to the number to
designate the work of each quarter, but "nH
should not oe attached to the grade recorded for
any quarter. * When a component part of the course
is given in the summer quarter, it should be
designated thus: S lib, etc. •
The faculty adopted sections (b) and (c) of
the above recommendation; action on section (a) was
postponed until a later meeting.”

* This correction to the minutes addfi that part of
the report of the Committee between the points in
dicated by (*) , action on which was deferred.

January 30, 1919
A meeting of the faculty was held on the
call of the President at 4:10 P.M.

The following members responded to roll
call; Corbin, Daughters, Elrod, Farmer, Fenska,
Gardner, Graff, Greenburg, Howard, Jameson, Jesse,
Kirkwood, Lansing, Lennes, Lussky, Phillips,
Robinson, Scheuch, Sisson, F.O.Smith, Teagarden,
VanDeusen, Whitcomb, Whitlock.

The following members were accounted for:
Bonner, Burleigh, Coburn, Hughes, Jones, Schwalm,
Swenson, Valentine.
The following members came into the meet
ing after roll call: Buckhous, Carey, Casey,
Coffman, Leyda, Mollet, Orbeck, Schreiber, Stone,
Trexler, Underwood, Wilson.
The following members were reported as
absent without leave: Aber, Bateman, Denfeld,
Levine, Pope, DeLoss Smith, Thompson.

The minutes of the meeting of January 16th
were corrected and approved.
The Committee on Admission and Registration
recommended that the following xule concerning the
admission of returned soldiers, authorized oy the
Chancellor at the request of the Commissioner of
Education, be entered on the minutes of the faculty,
as follows:
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*a.

A personal interview of every candidate
by the officer (or by one of the members
of the committee), the purpose of which
would be to determine the character of
the applicant’s schooling and experience
and his general qualifications for the
college work he wishes to undertake.

”b•

The army intelligence test (the 80-called
Alpha test .)

*c.

In the case of candidates desiring to
enter courses of study which by their pro**
fessional nature require advanced and tech
nical preparation, the giving of such exami
nations as will satisfy the institutional
officers of the applicant’s fitness to pur
sue such courses."

The following recommendation from the Committee
on Admission and Registration was read:
"Resolved: That the minimum age limit for
special students (except in the school of
Music and the short course in Forestry) be
fixed at 20 years, unless said students
present fifteen entrance credits for admis
sion to the State University; provided (1)
that students under that age, who present
fifteen entrance credits for admission, may,
for weighty reasons to be passed upon by the
deans, be admitted as special students; and
provided (2) that this shall not be con
strued to restrict the admission of return
ed soldiers who are known as "War Specials."
A motion was made and seconded to adopt the
above recommendation. After discussion a substitute
motion was made and adopted that the recommendation
of the committee be mimeographed and placed in the
hands of the members of the faculty in advance of
the next faculty meeting.

Upon the recommendation of the Ciarriculum
Committee the following courses were approved by
the faculty:
*
I. English:
129 Non-dramatic Literature of the English
Renaissance.
1 ar 4
26 History of the English Language
1 qr.’2
20 Introduction to Literature
]_ ar 4
1
30 Essentials of public Speaking
i ^’3
(These courses are substituted for the following
the numoer of hours, 13, remaining the same.)
20a,o, Introduction to Literature
a
30 Essentials of Public Speaking
5

II. Physics:
2 Household Physics

cr
cr.

,
, J
1 qr.4 cr.

Ill• History: .
25 Modem France
26 American Colonies, Second summer
IV. Sociology:
165 The Family
169 Women in Industry

cr.
cr.
cr.
or.

quarter.

1 Qr'3 H

9i cy,
* Hi
1 qr. 3 cf*
1 qr. 3 cf*

1
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ihe Curriculum Committee recommended that the
following courses in Physical Education be approved:
Anaton?y
3 qr, 9 cr,
health Education
1 qr. 4 cr«
and the following courses to toe credited toward
graduation in the Department of Physical Education
only, be also approved2
Dancing
3 qr. 3 cr.
Pageants
1 cr>
Physical Diagnosis
1 qr. 2 cr.
School Gymnastics
1 qr, 4 cr.
and that the entire course outlined for graduation
with Physical Education as a major be approved by
the faculty. After discussion a motion was adopted
that the recommendation of the Committee concerning
new courses in the Department of Physical Education
and the entire course for graduation with Physical
Education as a major be put in manuscript form
and distributed to members of the faculty in advanee of the next faculty meeting.
A motion was adopted that the election of the
faculty representative on the executive committee 7
of the A.S.U.M. be held at the next meeting of the
faculty.

A motion was made by Mr. Daughters that the
faculty notify the Montana members of Congress
that the faculty approves the bill before Congress
authorizing a federal department of education with
a separate c a»b in e t o f f i c e r • x Jn e mo t i o n w^ a s
adopted and the President appointed Mr.Daughters,
Mr. Kirkwood, and the Secretary to draft an appro
priate resolution and transmit the same to the
members of the Montana delegation in Congress.
A motion was made by Mr. Elrod that it be the
sense of the faculty that the time for beginning
classes should be 8:00 A.M. instead of 8:30 A.M.
The motion was lost.

The President announced that Mr. Phillips had
been appointed chairman of a committee on the
summer quarter. Mr. Phillips announced the
policy of the committee concerning double courses
and asked that members who wished to make changes
in the announcements of courses as previously sub/
mitted should confer with him.

Mr. Stone reminded members of the faculty
that copy for the catalog should be submitted to
him not later than February 1st.

Meeting adjourned.

pev't- ®/
J
1

5 Ae

Quar'te''

February 11, 1919
The regular monthly meeting of the faculty
was held at 4:00 P.M. in room 15, University
Hall.

The following members responded to roll
call: Bateman, Bonner, Buckhous, Casey,
Daughters, Denfeld, Farmer, Fenska, Gardner,
Graff, Greenburg, Howard, Hughes, Jesse, Kirk
wood, Lennes, Lussky, Phillips, Scheuch,
Schwalm, Sisson, DeLoss Smith, Teagarden,
Thompson, Trexler, Underwood, Whitcomb, Wil
son, Wirth.
The following members came into the meet
ing after roll call: Aber, Carey, Coffman,
Elrod, Jameson, Mollet, Orbeck, Pope, Schreiber,
F.O.Smith, Vandeusen, Whitlock.
The following members were accounted for:
Burleigh, Coburn, Jones, Lansing, Leyda, Robin
son, Swenson, Valentine.

The following members were recorded as
absent without leave: Corbin, Stone.

The minutes of the meeting of January 30th
were approved.

Mr. Daughters presented the following re
commendation from the Committee on Admission
and Registration:
“Recommended change in age at which special
students may be admitted to the State Univer
sity .

"The Committee on Admission and Registration
recommends that the minimum age for the
admission of Special Students to the College
of Arts and Sciences and all schools of the
State University shall be changed from 21
years to 20 years, with the following excep
tions:
Returned soldiers may be admitted under
that age if able to do the work lor which
they register as shown (a) by "personal lneW8J $ ) aW intelligence tests, and
(c) special examinations for admission to par
ticular courses*
i5

(2) Students in the short course in Forestry
a^itt^d thd Fof®8t Hangers* Course may be
admitted under that age.
09
"(3) Music Specials Who. under on ..
and without entrance requirement a years of age
private le880ns and r^late^n r'
take
carrying credit toward*?^ ^i^ate.

:n5°ut
years, may enter teachers' certifi?!/* i6
which carry no credit toward degr^S® cour8es
*
^■aenaoii0n waB_ adopted.

8DOV6 TGCOIJiniGnd A t
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Moved by Bonner and seconded by Farmer that stu
dents under 20 and over 18 years of age not having
the necessary entrance qualifications may be ad
mitted to certain Forestry courses, for which they
will receive no credit, upon the recommendation
the faculty of the Forest School and approval
of the Committee on Admission and Registration in
each individual case. The motion was adopted.

5P' e c. f" a f
/

'Foj'e

The following recommendation from the Committee
on Admission and Registration was presented by Mr.
Daughters and unanimously adopted:
"Recommendations to Chancellor for action by
University Organization concerning residence
and transfer requirements for students coming
to the State University from other units of
the University of Montana.
"(a) Residence.
A student transferring from the State College
State Normal College, or School of Mines, may
satisfy the residence requirement at the State
University for the bachelor’s degree by one
quarter and one summer term, or three summer
terms, of attendance in actual residence, pro
vided, (1) that the student carries a full nor
mal schedule of work (15 hours) and his scholar
ship record in such work entitles him to a place
on the honor roll (grades not lower than J3 in
at least 12 credits and no grade lower than C);
provided, (2) that such residence work shall
be the last college residence work done by the
candidate prior to the granting of said degree
by the State University; and provided (3) that
he shall nave met the requirements for the de
gree as announced in the State University cata
log .
"No student shall be considered qualified to
receive this modification of the usual residence
requirement of one academic year from the State
University, unless he shall have previously
spent a minimum of two quarters as a residence
student in either the State College, the State
Normal College, or the State School of Mines,
and shall have been honorably discharged there
from.

"(b) Transfer of Credit.
"Credits of college rank brought to the State
University from the other component units of
the University of Montana will be accepted year
for year, and pro rata for tractions thereof,
provided (1) students shall have carried the
normal amount of work in the years when such
credits were accumulated, provided (2) that in
the aggregate of credits brought to the State
University and made at the State University the
requirements for the degree from the State Uni
versity must be satisfied before the degree is
granted.; and provided (3) that the student trans
ferring from another component part of the
University of Montana to the State University
shall have met all regular college entrance re
quirements prior to receiving the college
credits which he wishes accredited at the
State University.
It is understood that students taking the
three-year and the four-year courses at the State
Normal College begin their work of college rank
in the second year of said courses. Hence, stu

re a t/i re m e
j'i'i de ntf
"Tr'a h 5 ft ft"

dent8 having more than one year of worK in eacn
of those courses may transfer to the btate Uni
versity on the terms stated above.
*

The following courses were recommended by the
Curriculum Committee and were approved:
I Psychology:
Psychology 24, Introduction to Physiological
and Experimental Psychology, 1 qr.5 hrs.3 cr.
This is a restoration of an old course, the
present course *
16 Ethical Theory
,
*
being
dropped to make a place for it.
Psychology 102, Problems in Psychology, 1 qr.3cr.
II Botany:
Botany 12, Elementary Plant Structure and
Physiology,
1 qr 3 cr.

J

III Home Economics:
lib. Survey of Home Economics.
12 Color and design
26
Food Seminar
31
Clothing Seminar
27
Clothing
23
Health Education
28
Clothing Demonstration
29
Food Demonstration
36
Buying
32ab.Millinery
33ab.Institutional management
37
Nutrition Seminar
35
Institutional Cookery

1 qr.
1 qr.
Summer qr.
*
*
1 qr.
1 qr.
1 qr.
1 qr.
1 qr.
2 qr.
2 qr.
1 qr.
1 qr.

1 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
4 cr.
4 cr.
2 cr.
1 cr.
2 cr.’
1,2 cr.
10 cr.
4 cr.
5 Cr’

IV. Physical Education
A"at<W „
3 qr. 9 cr.
Laws of Growth and
development
1 or 1 nr
Health Education
1 qr 4 cr
Systems of Physical Education 1 qr’ 1 cr
*
♦
the following courses,to be credited only
cation:SradUati°n *
" th* dePartment °f Phy sica/zdu-

Dancing
Pageants
Physical Diagnosis
School Gymnastics

1 qr.

2 cr.
d
1 nP .
, **_’
, cr’
1 qr. 4 cr.
~
The President ruled that a curriculum a
J
theaf^?tr department does not need app^val’of16
the faculty provided Buch curriculum
°*
all
faculty
regulations
’ complies wlth
required
4«4.,
partment requirements, and degrees.

’

I

J°r de-

£r®sident Sisson was called from
and Vice President Scheuch took the ch«T °?“
point in the meetir^j.
bair at this
j

ship Corn^i11eZ1^sPpre^
t
*
unanimously adopted:

shl“ r* 1* Report

ed1^njfrr°kiScho lar~

I

°y Mr. Kirkwood and

HonoMe^dtp?izearLexoerPts

I
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"I ADMINISTRATION:

Scholarship Committee in conference with
the President is authorized to administer all matters
connected with prizes and scholarships subject to
the condition of gift and any actions by the Faculty.

«

•'Where the award of a prize is conditioned
upon performance in, or in relation to, the work
of a department of the University the award shall
be made by the committee upon recommendation of
the department concerned.
"A prize of $50.00 given annually by John
M. Keith shall be awarded to one of the high school
debaters chosen by the President of the University
in consultation with the President of the High
School Debating League from representatives in
the final district championship teams of the League.
Each championship high school is entitled to sub
mit one application.

"The Annie Lewis Joyce Memorial Prize shall
be awarded upon recommendation of the English De
partment. The proceeds of the Joyce endowment of
$200.00 shall be bestowed in the form of a medal or
otherwise at the option of the winner.

"A book shall be awarded upon recommendation
of the several departments in the colleges of Arts
and Sciences to one student distinguished for scholar
ship in each of these departments.
"At the same time that the student is named
to the committee the Department shall also indicate
the book that is to be given.

"At some time earlier than six weeks oefore
commencement the committee shall notify the various
departments as to the equal portion of the fund
available for each and shall also notify the librarian
of the total amount of the fund available.
must be
the 4th
failing
forfeit

"Nominations from the various departments
in the hands of the committee not later than
week preceding commencement. The department
to respond within the specified time shall
its privilege for that year.

"Where the award is not conditioned upon
performance in, or in relation to any one depart
ment of the University specific regulations shall
apply as may be determined by the donor, or by the
faculty or by the administrative officers.
"The Bonner Scholarship is awarded to a
college student at the end of his Freshman year to
be held by him for three years, unless forfeited
as specified hereafter. In case the use of the
scholarship is forfeited, it is awarded to another
student in the usual manner for a period of three
years.
"To be eligible as a candidate for the
Bonner Scholarship a student must not have ob
tained more than 20 hours credit in this or any
other University (including advanced standing for
work in secondary school) prior to the year of his
candidacy and must have earned at least fortyfive (45) hours credit in this University during
this same year.

"The Bonner Scholarship shall be awarded to a
student ranking among the highest in scholarship.
In making the award the committee shall take into
consideration:

(a) The scholarship and the moral qualities
of the candidate.
(b) The conditions under which the candidate’s
work has been done.
(c) The probable future usefulness of the
candidate.
(d) The probable difference which the scholar
ship will make in the life of the
recipient.

"The purpose of the Bonner Scholarship is to
aid a student of fine mental and moral qualities
to obtain a University education who might other
wise find it highly difficult, if not impossible
to do so •

"The Bonner Scholarship shall be awarded by a
Committee consisting of five members, of which the
dean of men and the dean of women shall be exofficio members. The other three members shall
be appointed by the president of the University .
This shall be a permanent committee, and its mem
bers shall hold office until their successors are
appointed.
"The Scholarship may be forfeited by essential
change in any of those conditions which made the
candidate eligible for it. Absence from the
University due to any cause whatsoever, which makes
it apparent that the student cannot finish the
undergraduate course in three years from the time
the Scholarship was awarded, shall cause forfeiture
of the Scholarship. Theawarding committee shall
decide whether or not the scholarship haB been for
feited for any reason whatsoever.

contests for prizes shall be concluded not
later than four weeks preceding Commencement Day.
"Recommendations from departments to the
awar?8 8ha11
made not
TUV
the third week preceding Commencement
Day, unless otherwise specified herein.

"No St!Jd?nt
be
tor an honor or
d^rin^th™16* in the Univer8ity who at any time
auring the same year has been nlaced
~
x
and any scholarship previously bestowed
or prise shall be forfeited whenever tv
. ? honor
haloing the same enters^ ^UoX
KducauZndbeyre;?±Dh.th?t the State Boar<i of
of the state SniverXt™^ t0 the pooulty
of the findings ZHhe^mVcXtr* ? reP°r*

of the suspension of Dr. Levine
the oase
seconded by Wilson and unanimously adopted?"
Leanest* followilB resolution was offered by Mr.

7

De it resolved bv +><& <■
8 of the rules governing t^Ulty that 8ec*ion
should be amended to contIL ^°r!ndua 10°
provieions:
t0 contain the following

1
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*(1) That in case of suspension the person
suspended shall be furnished by the Chancellor
with a detailed written statement of the rea
sons for his suspension and that the suspension
shall not take effect before sueh statement
has had reasonable time to reach the person
to be suspended.
"(2) That insubordination shall be interpreted
to arise only from official acts of the person
charged with the same.*
Moved by Lennes and seconded by F.O.Smith that
the first clause of the above resolution be adopted.
The motion was adopted by a viva voce vote without
dissent.

Moved by Underwood and seconded by F.O.Smith
that the second clause of the above resolution be
adopted. The motion was adopted by a viva voce
vote without dissent.
Moved by Elrod and seconded by Daughters
that a committee consisting of Lennes,Kirkwood and
Whitlock be appointed*to draft an amendment to
that portion of Memorandum 100, relative to
announcing proposed dismissal three months prior
to time of ending of contract, so as to give notice
earlier, said amendment to be presented at a later
meeting, for proposal to the State Board of Educa
tion. The motion was adopted without dissent by
a viva voce vote.
There being no further business before the
faculty the meeting adjourned.

March 11, 1919

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty was called
to order at 4:10 P.M. by President Sisson.

The minutes of the meeting held on February
11th were approved.
The following members responded to roll call:
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Aber Bateman, Carey, Casey, Coffman, Daughters,
Denfeld, Penska, Graff, Hughes, Kirkwood, Lansing,
Lennes, Leyda, Lussky, Uollet, Orbeck, Phillips,
Pope, Robinson, Scheuch, Schwalm, Sisson, DeLose
Smith, P.O.Smith, Thompson, Trexler, VanDeusen,
Whitcomb, Wilson, Simes, Gillam.

The following members came into the meeting
after roll call: Elrod, Schreiber, Underwood.
The following members were accounted for:
Burleigh, Coburn, Corbin, Farmer, Jameson, Jones,
Swenson, Valentine.
The following members were recorded as absent
without leave: Bonner, Buckhous, Gardner, Green
burg, Howard, Jesse, Stone, Teagarden, Lt.Thomas,
Whitlock, Wirth.
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A motion was adopted that the faculty proceed
to the election by ballot of the faculty repre
sentative on the Student Council, and that a
plurality of votes cast should elect. A substi
tute motion was adopted that the Secretary be
instructed to cast the ballot for Professor Elrod.
The following recommendation from the Committee
on Admission and Registration was unanimously
adopted:

“Students will be classified according to the
following definitions of the four University
classes:

Freshman - A student who is entitled to regu
lar or conditional admission, with
college credit less than the amount
required for sophomore standing.

Sophomore -A student having regular entrance
standing who has earned not less than
40 quarter credits.

Junior -

A student having regular entrance
standing who has earned not less than
93 quarter credits.

Senior -

a

student having regular standing
who has earned not less than 135
quarter credits.”

The fol10wing recommendations of the Schedule Com
mittee were presented by Mr. Carey:
Com-

-

*To meet unforseen difficulties that have
tn ®about
the Change from the semester
I% 5e quarter plan of operation the
Schedule Committee offer the following
recommendations to the faculty
ov-uxuy for
ior approval:

“I. It is recommended that all
the college of arts and sciences
ln
the science departments offering lah***
* * ?’ilan
courses be asked to offer for fr«ij?boratory
sophomores one or more three
nmen
It seems to the committee esp^Uip U<Bes’
portant that such course xl el Xlar lm“
■oatlce and in those subjects .hUh^nX^-

I
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s o pho mo r e restricted electives, namely:
History, economics, literature, psychology,
and the sophomore courses in language.
2. It is recommended that the faculty by
vote instruct the committee on Admission and
Registration to limit the normal schedule of
freshmen in the college of arts and sciences
to 16 hours exclusive of the required courses
in Physical education.
3. It is recommended that the faculty in
struct the curriculum committee together
with the various departments and schools to
revise the present list of courses so as to
eliminate as far as possible one, two, four
and six hour courses (except the required
courses in physical education, military
drill, college education, and the elementary
courses in the laboratory sciences) unless
there are unusual and compelling reasons in
specific cases for maintaining such courses."

A motion was made by Carey and seconded to
adopt the above recommendations. After discussion
a motion was made by P.O.Smith and seconded that
the recommendations be referred to the Schedule
and Curriculum Committees with the understanding
that any member of the faculty interested might
have the opportunity to participate in the dis
cussions of these committees concerning the above
recommendations. The motion was unanimously adopt
ed. The President then requested members of the
faculty to put their suggestions concerning the
above recommendations in writing for the benefit
of the committees.

president Sisson having an appointment at
this time, Vice President Scheuch took the chair.
The following recommendation by the president
and Deans of Men and Women concerning the course
in College Education was adopted:
“1. Students who have attended this course
regularly may be released from further
"Cotfeje.
registration in it without taking examina
tion, but in such case shall receive no
credit.
2. Students who desire credit must take
examinat ion.
3. Students who fail of proper attendance will
be required to register again.

The subject of Personality Grading was in
formally presented by Professor Kirkwood, Chairman
of the Scholarship Committee, and a. general dis
cussion followed.

?? /""J o <4. 4 />
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A motion was made by Coffman, and seconded,
that it was the sense of the faculty that final
5^/ eJv/t—
examinations begin Monday, March 24th and close
Thursday noon, March 27th. A substitute motion was_^A^j
made by P.O.Smith and seconded by Elrod that the
examination schedule be eliminated and that class
instruction end Thursday noon, March 27th. The
substitute motion was lost and the original motion
adopted.
The following resolution was offered by Lennes
and on motion of P.O.Smith was adopted.
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*A committee shall be designated, by the
faculty whose duty it shall be to consider
any m&tter or project of interest to the
University which any member of the faculty
may desire to bring before it.
“This committee shall make such reports
and recommendations to the President and
Chancellor of the University as the
Committee may deem proper, and shall report
to the Faculty on such matters aB they may
desire, provided the person bringing the
matter before the committee is willing to
have such report made.
*
Moved by Elrod and seconded by F.O.Smith that
the Welfare Committee be designated as such Committee.
The motion was adopted.
The following resolution was offered by F.O.
Smith and adopted:

fa

/arv

\h/& ifywC

"Chairman, State Board of Education: We,
the members of the Faculty of the State Uni
versity of Montana respectfully request that
our warrants be sent to Missoula in time
to be delivered to us on the first day of
the month. Individuals frequently suffer
inconvenience and sometimes embarrassment be
cause of the delay in sending the warrants."
A motion made by Coffman that a Committee
of three be appointed to take whatever action
which might be necessary to expedite delivery of
warrants was adopted.

There being no further business before the
faculty the meeting adjourned.

Secretary

April 8, 1919.

The regular meeting of the faculty was called
to order at 4:10 P.U. by President Sisson.
oaxiea
11th
ainutes
lltn were approved.

«><• meeting held on Setruary

Tbifewh ihe following members responded to roll callBucknous. Carey. Corbin, Denfeld, Gardner
Greenburg, Col.Gillam, Howard, Jesse
vfff
Lussky, Mollet, Orbeck, Phillips Schenk
Kirkwood,
bisson. Simes. y. o. Smith, DeLoss^th’
’
.eagarden. Lieut. Thomas. Trexler, Undent,
’
«an De u sen, Wilson, Zuck.
ood,

I

7
r

The following members came into the meeting
after roll call: Casey, Daughters. Elrod, Kenska,
Hughes, Jameson, Lennes, Leyda, Schreiber, Thompson,
Spaulding.
The following members were accounted for:
Bonner, Burleigh, Coburn, Parmer, Swenson, Whitcomb.
The following members were recorded as absent
without leave: Aber, Bateman, Lansing, Pope,
Robinson, Whitlock, Wirth.

The following resolution was moved by Lennes
and seconded by Kirkwood:
"Whereas in the years past coercion has
■ff!?e r' P$.y
been used to force students to work on the campus
on Aber day. be it resolved:
"That it is the sense of this faculty that
no student should be forced to work on the campus — 7 I? $71 yi 4
on Aber day against his will., and that the in
fliction of any physical punishment.such as
"tubbing", or any kind of hazing, for refusing
so to do, should be prevented by all means at the
disposal of this faculty and the executives of
this University."
Moved by P. 0. Smith and seconded by Kirkwood
to amend the above resolution by the addition of
the following clause:

"That working on the campus be voluntary
with the faculty and entirely free from any
intimation of coercion."
The amendment was lost and the original motion
unanimously adopted.

Eollowing an inquiry by Kirkwood concerning
the vacancy on the Welfare Committee caused by the
absence of Mr. Coffman during the Spring quarter,
the President asked for the pleasure of the faculty
in regard to filling the vacancy during Mr. Coffman’s
absence.

.p

Moved by P. 0. Smith that the faculty proceed
to the election of a member of the Committee to fill
the vacancy. The motion was adopted and the Presi
dent asked that the election be held after disposal
•of other business.

Moved by Elrod and seconded that a committee
of three be appointed to co-operate with the Chamber
of Commerce, the local high school, the city schools
and other organizations in an endeavor to have
Pacific time used during the period of operation
of the "daylight saving law." The motion was unan
imously adopted and the president appointed Elrod,
Carey and Jameson members of the committee
It being necessary for president Sisson to
leave the meeting at this point Vice president
Scheuch took the chair.
Moved by Kirkwood and seconded that Lennes
be nominated to fill the vacancy on the Welfare

V/?
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Committee. A substitute motion was made by Casey
and seconded to nominate by ballot and that the
persons receiving the three highest numbers of
votes be considered as candidates, and that each
member of the faculty vote for one candidate. An
amendment to the substitute motion was made by
Phillips and unanimously adopted that in case a
member of the faculty should receive a majority
of the votes cast on a nominating ballot such
person should be declared elected. ihe substitute
motion as amended was then unanimously adopted.

president Sisson returned to the meeting at
this point and took the chair.
y/elftre Cw'
11 art***
Vi~te r$ •A/''

The president stated that the Welfare Committee
affects every member of the instructional staff and,
therefore, he ruled that all members of the faculty
with the rank of instructor or above should be en
titled to vote for members of the Welfare Committee.
The tellers reported the following result of
the nominating ballot: Mr. Lennes and Miss Hughes
received the two highest numbers; Miss Buckhous, Mr.
Jesse and Mr. Underwood tied for third place. After
two ballots were taken the tellers announced the
election of Mr. Lennes as member of the Welfare
Committee to fill the vacancy caused by the absence
of Mr. Coffman during the Spring quarter.

Se Y'jic e~- Cot**,
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The president stated tnat he had not yet trans
mitted to tne State Board of Education the action
of the faculty of February 11th, in requesting the
State Board of Education "to transmit to the Faculty
of the State University at an early date a report
of the findings of the Service Committee in the
case of the suspension of Dr. Levine*. •' The president
stated that the report of this Service Committee
was made in accordance with the provisions of Admin
istrative Memorandum ^100, that the publication of
similar reports might in certain cases be a grevious
error, that the transmission of such a report to a
faculty of this size would be tantamount to its
publication, and that he was of tne opinion that
the transmission of a report of this kind at the
time the action was taken by the faculty would nreiudice the interests of the members of the facultv
xhe President further stated that he would not trans
mit the action of the faculty on February nth in
this matter unless specifically requested by the
faculty to do so.
* ne
The President stated that he had not vet trano
mitted to the chairman of the State Board nf
+4
the rftaniutinn
+
-ooarq of Education
inZ lalan «rrant? 2”“?
Earoh llth concernin deliver, of salary warrants had been du^T k **
of the staff of the State Auditors office
° absen?e
of influenza and the heavy oressure
‘ .On a000unt
the recent legislative session; thZt everyth!88 dUri”g
'iad Deen done t0 8ecure early deliver? f
salary warrants, and that further di£e<« Hl * of
nature were not likely to happen a£ain
1 l*8 °f thia
XI
Tnere
oeing no further business naf
ing the faculty adjourned.
8S Defore the meet-

cecretary
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May 12, 1919.

A meeting of the faculty Was held upon
the call of the President, at 11:4Q A. M.

The president brought to the attention
of the faculty the matter of discontinuing classes
Id41""
during the interscholastic Meet. Amotion was
—/./as 7/z
made by Carey that classes be discontinued from
Wednesday noon until Friday night. The motion
was adopted with one dissenting vote.
The faculty adjourned to meet at 4:10
P. M. on May 14th.

May 14, 1919.

A meeting ot the faculty was held at
4:10 P. M. pursuant to adjournment.
The following members were present:
.buckhous, Carey. Corbin, Daughters, Elrod, Farmer,
Fenska, Gardner, Greenburg, Howard, Hughes,
Jameson, Jesse, Kirkwood, Lansing, Lennes, Levine,
Leyda, Lussky, Mollet, Phillips, Robinson, Scheuch,
times, Sisson, K. 0. Smith, Spaulding, Stone,
Trexler, Underwood, Wilson, Luck.

The minutes ot the meeting of April 8,
1919 were approved. The minutes of the meeting
of May 12, 1919 were read and approved.

A petition from 0. L. Baldwin that he be
allowed to substitute three quarter credits in
other subjects for required Physical Education,
recommended by Committee on Admission and Registra
tion, was approved.
The President called the attention ot the
faculty to the agreement of the Presidents’ Con
ference, of April 18th, that faculties are to be
asked to offer any amendments that they may desire
to the regulations in Administrative Memorandum
Ho. 100. concerning tenure of office, etc. Loved
by Lennes and seconded by Kirkwood that the taculty
dismiss the committee consisting of Lennes, Kirkwood,
and Whitlock, selected at the meeting of the faculty
held on February 11th, to draft an amendment to Ad
ministrative Memorandum No. 100. The motion was
unanimously adopted with the understanding tnat
this committee was requested to transmit any recom
mendation it might have to the Service Committee.
Moved by Underwood, and unanimously adopted, that
members of the faculty be requested to transmit in
writing to the Service Committee, their views con
cerning proposals for amendments to the regulations
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in Administrative Memorandum No. 100. and tnat the
Service Committee be requested to make to the
faculty recommendations concerning propose
amendments on this suoject .

The following recommendat ion from the
Committee on'Bonner Scholarship was on motion
of Kirkwood unanimously adopted: *
v
°<
the interruption ot the college year by the in
fluenza during the autumn quarter and the conse
quent inability of the students to gain normally
more tnan 30 credits, the Committee on the Bonner
Scholarship recommends that tne requirement oi 45
hours credit for the award of the Scholarship be
reduced to 30, for the present year, provided
that tnis concession shall apply only to those
who enrolled in the fall quarter."
Moved by Kirkwood and unanimously
adopted "That all participants in university
plays be subject to the rules of eligibility
which now apply only to those taking a leading
part."
Moved by Daughters that the Dunniway
Scholarship Books be not awarded this year if
not more tnan $1.50 is available for each prize
book. The motion carried by a vote of 14 to 8.
The report of the special committee
appointed to confer with business men and or
ganizations .in Missoula to make an attempt to
change from Mountain time to Pacific time was
read. Moved by Daughters,and seconded by F.
0. Smith, that the present committee appointed
to secure cooperation with the city in changing
back to Pacific time be requested to fix a date
for the change, and, when a majority ot the
business and other interests of the city- shall
have signed up and agreed upon the date for the
change in time, to recommend to the President
that the change in time be made.
The President asked for an informal
expression ot preference concerning the time:
24 voted for Pacific time, and one tor the
present Mountain time.

Miss Buckhous stated that the "faculty
wives" were planning on a picnic for the faculty.
Moved by Elrod and unanimously adopted that the
sum of §19.00 be appropriated from the taculty
funds for the picnic.
ihere oeing no further business before
tne meeting,, the faculty adjourned to meyt at
4:10 P. M. on Tuesday, May 27th.
J

Secretary
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May 27, 1919.
A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10
P. M., pursuant to adjournment.

The following members were present: Bateman,
Buckhous, Carey, Casey, Corbin, Daughters, Denfeld,
Elrod, Eenska, Gardner, Gillem, Greenburg, Howard,
Jameson, Jesse, Kirkwood, Lansing, Levine, Leyda,
Lussky, Orbeck, Kobinson, Scheuch, Schwalm,
Sisson, F. 0. Smith, Stone, Teagarden, Thompson,
Underwood, Van Deusen, Whitcomb, White, Wilson,
Luck .
The minutes of the meeting of May 14th
were approved.
Recommendations irom the Committee o.n
Admission and Registration, concerning entrance
and advanced standing credits by examination,
were presented. Moved by Daughters and seconded
by Kirkwood that the recommendations be adopted.
An amendment was moved by Elrod and seconded by
Casey to omit the section of the recommendations
providing that examination papers and questions
shall be filed with the registrar at the time
the credit and grade are reported. The amend
ment was lost. The recommendations were
adopted as follows:

1.

Examinations for entrance and advanced
standing credit must be in writing, except
in subjects in which it is impossible to
give written examinations, The written
examination may be supplemented by oral
questions and answers.

2.

Entrance and advanced standing credits by
examination must be approved by the Com
mittee on Admission and Registration.

3.

The examination papers and questions snail
be filed with the Registrar at the time the
credit and grade are reported.

4.

No credit on examination for advanced
standing may be given until trie student
has been in residence at least one quarter,
and has received an average grade of HC” or
above for that period.

5.

■^o I'

an A

These rules shall apply to credits given
for war service except that credit for
Military Science and Physical education
may be granted without written examina
tion .

The President read a statement which
j
he nad prepared, concerning the eligibility ot
Hazel Baird for participation in intercollegiate '
debate, and recommendations concerning eligibility
rules. On motion of Elrod, the recommendations
were referred to the Scholarship Committee with
request to make recommendation at the next
meeting of the faculty.

a A S*

A communication from the
°
the Delta Sigma Chi requesting faculty recog
nition of the organisation was rea*.
motion, referred to the otuaent Li
with power to act.
Moved by Llrod that it
of the faculty that final examinations for tne
spring quarter be concluded before commencement
day . The motion was adopted.
There being no further business
before the faculty, the meeting adjourned.

J une 12, 1919 .
A meeting of the faculty was held at
4:10 r• L.

The following members were present :
Aber, x>ateman, Buckhous, Carey, Casey, Corbin,
Denfeld, Elrod, Graff, Greenburg, Howard, Hughes,
Jamttson, Jesse, Lennes, Levine, Leyda, uussky,
Mollet. Crbeck, Phillips, Robinson, Gcheuch,
bchwalm, Cisson, F. C. Smith, Trexler, VanDeusen,
V/hite, Whitcomb, Whitlock, Wilson, Zuck.

The minutes of the meeting of Lay 27th
were approved.
The President announced that it would be
assumed that the faculty would have regular meet
ings during the first term ot the summer quarter.

Mr. Carey submitted a financial report
of the Committee on faculty affairs. The report
was accepted and ordered filed.
In view of apparent misunderstandings
in adopting the rule concerning the percentage
“J” grades which might be counted toward
graduation, a motion was made by -Bateman, and
unanimously adopted, that not more than 25% of
**i>* graces may be counted toward graduation the
rule to read'as follows:
*
“Of the credit hours required after the
first ot October,191b, not more than 25%
of
graces can be counted toward
graduation.”

of tne

-^S1Str^-re£d the recommendation

concerning, degrees and certificates. Koved Sv
r-lrod ana seconded by Lennes that the reoommS
dations of tne Committee on Admission and
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Registration be approved, and that the candidates therein named be recommended to the Stare
board of Education for the degrees and certificates as indicated, provided passing grades, in
accordance with tne rules ot the faculty, for
courses in which the candidates are enrolled,are'
reported at the Registrar's office Monday noon,
June 16th. (The list of candidates as finally
prepared in the Registrar's office and approved
by the President and Committee on Admission and
Registration is appended hereto.)

mes

Moved by Elrod and unanimously adopted,
that the faculty autnorize the Committee on Admis
sion and Registration and the President to
approve candidates for Certificate of Qualification
to Teach.
A petition from certain members of the
senior class that seniors be excused from exam
inations was. on motion, laid on the table.

- 5r
*f<

A petition from certain members of the
senior class that all seniors graduating during
the succeeding summer quarter be permitted to
take part in the graduation exercises and receive
blank diplomas was, on motion, unanimously denied.

A request from the Executive committee
of the Woman's Self Government Association that
the faculty grant permission to change the rule
requiring girls to leave for home at 9:30 to a
rule requiring all girls to be in tneir respective
houses by ten o'clock on Monday, Tuesday, Wednes
day and Thursday nights was, on motion of Lennes,
referred to the Committee on Student Life with
power to act.

■The President announced that all in%
structors for the summer quarter should De present [\ex{ • S ! ^4. /• 0*1
on June 23rd for the registration of students.
—5u
The President announced a meeting ot
department chairmen and cnairmen of tne Schedule,
Bcholarship, and Admission and Registration
Committees to be held Monday, June 16th, at 4:10
P. M., in Room 10, for the purpose ot discussing
a report concerning the freshman schedule.

fresh
7
he sfu fg-

There being no further business nefor^
the faculty, tne meeting adjourned.

’
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Candidates tor Degrees and Certif icates. June 18, 1919.

J? or the degree of Bachelor pt Arts:
Anderson, Virginia Pearl
Baird, Hazel M
*Barnett, Donald R
*Benson, -Florence
Booth, Myrna Elizabeth
Cook, Clarence Daniel

Maj or

rine Arts
English
Economics
English
English
Economics

Credits Total
in Major Credits

49
52i
50
44
50
49

186-£
199f
18 7£
196£
185*
189^

7

68
Major

,_
Davis, Ruth Maxwell
Eraser, Barbara
Gillette, Hellen May
Hodbon, Lysle R
Hoiles, Korse
Inch, Beatrice Elizabeth
lOi

I ■]
Credits lotajj
in Major Credil

English
C^ish
* Economics
Geology
.economics
E^lish
Economics

69
60
49
56
59
60
62|

swusk-

s1

Kain, Hazel UW
His+orv
*Kelley, Elisabeth Agnes
History
McLeod M. Evelyn
Journalism
McHaffie, Ruth
^ngllS?
Montgomery, Edna M
Chemistry
Orr, Conrad 0
Economics
Pew, Mary Elizabeth
English
Rutledge, Bessie Maurine
Mathematics
bestak, Minnie
English
bhepherd, Jean Charlotte
Cnemistry
Spuhler, Jeanette Hilda
History
Turcott, George L
Chemistry
Wilson, Frances Hollub
English
Woods, Melville Ledoy
business Administration

37
70

a__*
5±
58
L

183* 1
187 ’
190
226* »
186 1
191*1
184

1

-J
183* I
184 1
1834

irIkI
1871
IB t 1
iRzJl

58
72*
51
65

1 41 1
18®

79

20®|

,]

1
lab*

For the degree of Bachelor of Sc ience in Forestry .

*Hayes, Henry Francis
Fpx* the degree of Bachelor of Laws i

May, Rex

133

Fpr the degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist:

*Dawe, William Henry
Young, Harold C

52*
56-$

159
147*

For the Certificate of Completion of Course in Law:

Anderson, William Mathew
Lester, George Anthony

129
131

For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
Anderson, Virginia, Pearl
kooth, Myrna Elizabeth,
Coffee,.. Eva M
Davis, Huth Maxwell
Fraser, Barbara
Inch, Beatrice Elizabeth
Johnson, Charline
i*-cs i• x,
e1
ry
Kelley, Elisabeth Agnes
&/■ r*
i <3
Pew, Mary Elizabeth
bestak, Minnie
Spuhler, Jeannette Hilda
Far the University Certificate of Supervisor of gusie:

q

x ’"i j

- Hequirrcwr.ii complied with at end at ranter quarter, 1919. ■
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July 9, 1919.

A meeting of the faculty was held at
4:10 P. M., President Sisson presiding.

The following members were present:
Batson, Buckhous, Carey, Elrod, Graff, Ingersoll
Jameson, Jesse, heyda, Lussky, riollet, Orbeck,
Phillipa, Schwalm, Sisson, Spaulding, Stone
Thompson, Van Deusen, White, Zuck.
The minutes of the meeting of June 12th
together with appendix containing list of candi
dates for degrees and certificates, June 18, 1919,
were approved.
Mr. Phillips, Chairman of the Summer
Quarter Committee, explained to the faculty that
Tfeah
the rules would not permit the giving of examin‘
ations for credit unless students had been regular5ckt>
ly enrolled in classes. Mr. Phillips also requested
weekly reports concerning scholarship and attendance.
He called attention to the necessity of giving final
grades in teachers’ certificate courses in percent
age as well as the official grade marks. The Regis
trar then explained that the following should be, for
this purpose, the percentage value of grade marks:
A, 90-100; B, 80-89; C, 70-79; P, 60-69; E and F,
below 60, not passing.

There being no further business Jaefore the
faculty, the meeting adjourned. *

Re^istra^r.
4

August 28, 1919

A special meeting of the faculty was held at
4:10 P. M. on the call of Vice-president Scheuch, who
presided.
The following members were present: Batson,
Carey, Baum, Lennes, Leyda, Phillips, Scheuch, Schreiber,
Van Deusen.

The minutes of the meeting of July 9th were read
and approved.

The Committee on Admission and Registration
^4 n
(Professor Coffman, Chairman) recommended to the faculty -£b
' t" De tr'eet
that the following candidates for graduation be recommende<
edto the State Board of Education^upon completion of their
courses of the rresent term for the degrees indicated:
Credits Degree
Total
in Maj. applied
credits
_____________________________ .______________ for__________________
Abbott, George Herbert,
Business Adm.
64
B.A.
183*
Armstrong, Grace E.
Mathematics
54
B.A.
184i
Baldwin, Chester LeRoy
Chemistry
68
B.A.
187gHill, John Harold
Chemistry
66
B.A,
205
Kennedy, Ruth Mildred
History
43gB.A.
184-J

Name

Major

70

Maerdian, Edith Adele
Mathematics
Theis, Prances Velliver
Modern Languages

bo

59$

n.A.

187x
-lo 3
1

II

B.A.

On motion of Phillips, seconded by Carey, the re
commend t ion was unanimously adopted.
Professor Laughters of the Department of hducation recommended that the following candidates be recommend
ed to the State Board of Education for the University Certi- I
ficate to Teach:

Armstrong, Grace E.
Black, Martha Ann
Gillette, Heljen May
Maerdian, Edith Adele
McLeod, M. Evelyn
On motion of Lennes, seconded by Carey, the recom
mendation was unanimously adopted.

There being no further business before the faculty,
the meeting adjourned.
./
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August 29, 1919.
A special meeting of the Faculty was hold at 4:10
P. M. on the call of Vice-president Scheuch who presided.

The following members were present: Carey
Paum, Lennes, Leyda, Phillips, Scheuch, Schreiber
•Smi th, Thomps on.

Daughter
0.

The minutes of the meeting of August 28th were
read and approved.
I

The Chairman stated that the special order of
business was the consideration of the candidacy of Mr 7. R. j
Wyatt for the degree of Bachelor of Arts at the end of the *1
summer quarter.

The Registrar read a statement concerning Mr Wyatt*
record, among other things stating that the Committee*on Ad-I
mission and Registration had accepted his credits as fulfill
ing all the requirements for the degree, and the only nuestiol
concerning his fulfillment of all requirements wa? his'revi
The following motion was made by F. 0 Smi+u
seconded by Schreiber:
*
and.

Inasmuchaccepted
as the Committee
on AdmiqMn™
trctlon
Hr. Wyatt™
all requirements except that of resi'ae’-ce
further appearing that Mr. Wvatt
a?a
the Stat*' he*™, i
i«««
is a graduate of
oxate normal College and further that he will
nave earned in this institution «+ 4-v
,
‘
present summer quarter a total
* nnmheT
-uumoer of credits

1

71

(27-2 quarter credits) in excess of the number
required (22-g- quarter credits) by this faculty
for students transferring from the other insti
tutions of the University of Montana in satis
faction of residence requirements, therefore
the faculty recommends to the State Board of
Education that the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
be granted to

Name
Wyatt, William R.

Maj or
Total Credits.
Education
189i

The motion was unanimously adopted.
There being no further business before the facility,
the meeting adjourned.
y

Secretary.

September 24, 1919.
The first meeting of the Faculty for the
college year 1919-20 was held at 10:00 A. M., upon
the call of President Sisson, who presided.

The following members were present:

Ames
Bateman
Bierman
Carey
Christensen
ClarkCoon
Daughters
Freeman
Haley
Howard
Jameson
Lennes
Leapheart

-

Levine
Leyda
Lussky
Merriam
Merrill
Hyde
Orbeck
Phillips
Robinson
Rowe
Schaefer
Scheuch
Schreiber
Schwalm

Skeels
Smith, De Loss
Smith, F. 0.
Spaulding
Stone
Thompson
Underwood
Urey
Van;Deusen
Weisberg
Whitcomb
Simes

The President made introductory remarks review
ing the work of the preceeding year and the progress made
in preparing for the opening of the present quarter.
Petitions were received from the following stu

dents :
Fuson, R. C., to substitute four quarter cre
dits in other subjects for required Physical
-Education - recommended by Physical Director
and Committee on Admission and Registration.
Granted.
Cla/d{, Frances N., to substitute two quarter
credits in other subjects for required physi
cal education - recommended by Physical Dir
ector and Committee on Admission and Regis
tration. Granted.

The Registrar called the attention of the Faculty
to the procedure for registration and to the rules and regu-
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lations which should be observed in advising scents.

I

Mr. Carey, Chairman of the Schedule Committee,
led for corrections in the schedule, proofs of which
were distributed to members of the Faculty.

jp

A motion was made by Stono, seconded by Carey,
that the Faculty appoint a special committee to arrange,
in co-operation with students and alumni, a memorial for
the late Professor William M. Aber. The motion was unan
imously adopted and the President appointed Scheuch, El
rod and Stone as members of the committee.

S]
®

There being no further business, before the Faculty,
the meeting adjourned.
*
/

Secretary.

October 14, 1919.
The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty was held Octo
ber 14, 1919 at 4:10 P. M., with President Sisson presiding.

Members present at opening: Ames, Bateman, Carey, Christen
sen, Clarke, Dexter, Dietrich, Gardner, Graff, Howard, Hyde,
Jameson, Jesse, Leapheart, Leyda, Lussky, Merrill, Miller,
Mollet, Owen, Phillips, Schaefer, Simes, Sisson, F. 0. Smith,
Spaulding, Stone, Thompson, Underwood, Urey, Van Deusen, Zuck.
Accounted for: Berry, Bierman, Corbin, Cron, Bowe, Weisberg.

Came after meeting was called to order: Bevans, Coon, Daugh
ters, Daum, Elrod, Fenska, Freeman, Geyer, Lansing, Merriam,
Orbeck, Ormsbee, Scheuch, Schwalm, Skeels, De Loss Smith.
Absent: Buckhous, Farmer, Lennes, Pope, Robinson, Schreiber,
Whitcomb, Whitlock.

The President stated that the time fixed for the regular
meetings of the Faculty, the second Tuesday of each month at 4:10
P. M., would be followed during the present year unless a change
was desired by the Faculty.
At the request of the President, the Secretary read excerpts
from the minutes of the meetings of the Faculty held September
19 19!6 and December 9, 1918, concerning qualifications to vote,
to the effect that all members of the rank of instructor who art
serving a second year or more in the University and all members
above the rank of instructor are qualified to vote.
The Registrar stated that the President and Deans called for
M 80h°1"8JiP deficiencies on Saturday, October 25 at I
y.uu a. u., and that reports received after 10:30 A M of that
date could not be used in the regular channels’of notifvinp- students. The President then made a statement concerXg the%Srp<>«'
and use of reports of scholarship defioienoies.
E

.
l’'e r?,quelt of the Resident, the Secretary read a comnn®
ication from the Chancellor, Sated October 6, 1919 etatiL that
he had reappointed Professor Phillips as a member Af
committee and asking the President to name a member of She cZmk
tee and also revesting the Paculty to elect its representative,
all in accordance with Section 8, Administrative
100. The President stated that he had reaXtate^XX?! 1

■1
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Pope as member of the Service Committee. A motion was made by
Bateman, seconded and unanimously adopted that Professor Elrod
be re-elected as the representative of the Faculty on the Ser
vice Committee. The President instructed the Secretary to no
tify the Chancellor of this action of the Faculty.

The Secretary presented petitions from the following stu
dents and actions were taken as follows:

Beckwith, Lawton A., to substitute 2g- quarter credits
for required Physical Education. Recommended by Com
mittee on Admission and Registration. Granted.
Lutrell, Dorothy A., to substitute 3 quarter credits
for required Physical Education. Recommended by Com
mittee on Admission and Registration. Granted.

The President ruled that all applications for exemption of zr
courses required by the Faculty of candidates for degrees should
receive the approval of the Faculty, unless provision is made by'^'<’*s7^
the Faculty for some other method of making exemptions to requir-^^,^
ed courses; this rule not applying, however, to postponement of
I
required courses. The President requested that the Committee on
Admission and Registration investigate the matter of exemptions
from required courses with a view toward making it unnecessary to
present individual cases to the Faculty for action..
•
A request was received from Dean Stone, School of Journalism,(asking for formal approval for a course to be known as ’’Field
Work”, open only to juniors and seniors as an elective course
y
with fifteen quarter credits for one quarter. A motion was made
by Skeels and seconded to approve the request. Moved by Thompson
and seconded to refer the request to the Curriculum Committee,
including the Deans of the various schools and the President.
The motion to refer was adopted. Moved by Carey and seconded by
Elrod that this committee have power to act in one individual
case coming under the proposed rule. The motion was lost.
In response to an inquiry, the President stated that the ?
Curriculum Committee has power to recommend to the Faculty only
in the matter of approval of new courses.

*
Co

In behalf of the Committee on Student Life, the President
brought to the attention of the Faculty the matter of social
affairs and requested the Faculty to avoid arranging social affairs
where students are concerned on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday evenings. Faculty representatives of departments in
which there were departmental societies were requested to hand
to Pean Jameson a statement of the plan and needs of the meetings? *"
of departmental societies. The President also referred to conduct
at University dances.

*
c*

Mr. Carey and Mr. Elrod brought to the attention of the Fac
ulty the purpose of the Faculty Club, stating that it had been the
practice of the members of the Faculty to contribute one tenth
of one percent of their salaries to a fund which was used for acts/?^y4<>
of courtesy performed by the committee on behalf of the whole faculty; that no expenditure in excess of $15.00 could be made by the
committee without authorization of the Faculty; that the balance
in the fund is now between $40.00 and $45.00. Moved by Mollet
and seconded that the Faculty continue this plan and that the
present committee, consisting of Carey, Corbin, and Elrod, be re
appointed. The motion was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Stone stated that copy for the War History of the University would close on Friday and asked that all members of the Fac- Ufa
ulty submit statements about their war service record,
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I

ITr. F. 0. Smith explained plans for giving the Thorndike
I
psychological tests to the students. A motion was made that the
‘Th»t'n^'tkc Scholarship Committee and Professor Smith he given power *
0
Ji 1
times of the tests and the method to be used in imposing penaltic||1
7< *st
on students for failure to take these tests.
I
There being no further business before the Faculty, the meet
ing adjourned.
I

Z/

I

November 10, 1919.
1. The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty was held at
4:10 P. M., with President Sisson presiding.

■

2. Members present at opening: Ames, Bateman, Bevans, Carey,;
Christensen, Clarke, Coon, Corbin, Cron, Daughters, Daum, Dexter,
Dietrich, Elrod, Farmer, Fenska, Freeman, Gardner, Geyer, Graff,
Howard, Hyde, Jesse, Lussky, Merriam, Merrill, Miller, Orbeck,
Qrmsbee, Owen, Phillips, Rowe, Schaefer, Scheuch, Schreiber, Simes,
Sisson, F. 0. Smith, Stone, Thompson, Underwood, Whitcomb.
Accounted for: Berry, Bierman, Jameson, Pope, Weisberg, Whit
*

lock.

Came after meeting was called to order: Lansing, Leyda, Skeels
De Loss Smith, Spaulding, Van Deusen.
Absent: Buckhous, Leaphart, Lennes, Mollet, Robinson, Schwalm,
Urey, Zuck.

5. The minutes of the meetings of September 24 and October 14tl
were approved.
4. The Registrar stated that the President and Deans called
I
’»7
,y
I J*A
/«AA.p
z/for reports of unsatisfactory scholarship on Friday, November 21,
I
o f at 12:00 o’clock noon; the attention of the Faculty was also called
to the suggestions concerning reports on unsatisfactory scholarship
dated October 20th; and that these suggestions were the latest re
gulations concerning these reports.

The following recommendations from the Committee on Admission
and Registration were presented:

5. "Applications to substitute credits in other courses
^or reQuired Physical Education on account of pernianent physical disability may be granted by the Com
mittee on Admission and Registration provided such
Applications are approved by the head of the Department
of Physical Education."
Adopted.

'lac

vocational courses (i. e., non-resident field
shall be approved in the usual manner i e
winr to
beginning of the course -and by the department’chairman ♦
the Curriculum Committee, Faculty, President an4 chancellor."

'</'•/ 6‘

ft,../

"2. Students shall register for vocational courses in
in other courses. Final grade renort
V shall be made at the end of the quarter' the p+^fe+°rX
not obtain a larger number of credits than Ba
6n~.canfor. but a smaller number may be cor.ylo^

|
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. . "3. The work should he carried on under the super
vision and direction of regularly appointed members of
the instructional staff• Written examinations should he
given in such subjects as lend themselves to examinations
and a detailed written report of the work done in the
course should he filed with the head of the deuartment con
cerned."

,,
The Committee on Admission and Registration suggests that
the question of the number of credits per given period of time
^
*
o-^<7
(a quarter), and pre-requisites and qualifications of students
■
permitted to earn vocational credit be referred to the Curricu- e
*
lum Committee for consideration.

Adopted.
7.
Stone, Jack B., Petition to substitute other credits
for required language other than English. Recommended by
adviser, Dean of Men and Committee on Admission and Regis
tration. Granted.

8. A recommendation for a course in the School of Journalism
entitled: "Field Work (Ho. 35)", 10 quarter credits, recommended
by the Curriculum Committee, was presented. Adopted.

ir

r

9. Mr. Carey, chairman of the Schedule Committee, asked that
notice of courses for the winter quarter be submitted at a date
to be announced later.

10. At the request of the President, the Secretary read the
following codification of the present Faculty rules concerning
/ix
military drill:
&
5
4
3
2
1
tYbltfer.
Vri/I

'

"All resident male students, citizens of the United States,'
of freshman and sophomore standing shall be required to
roll for and regularly attend classes in Military Drill
offered by the R. 0. T. C., except:

1. Students who have reached the age of 27 years at the
beginning of the quarter.
2. Students enrolled for less than eight (8) quarter
credit hours•
3. Students who have been in residence in this institu
tion for not less than six quarters (summer quarters not
counted) carrying not less than twelve (12) hours per quar
ter and who have received 75 quarter credits (but who have
not as yet full junior standing).
4. Students granted permission to postpone Military Drill
or substitute other courses, because of physical disability.
5. Students who have completed two (2) years training
under P. M. S. 8a T. at some other institution for which
credit has been given by this institution."

"The requirement of the military drill for special and unclass
ified students will be subject to the direction of the Committee
on Admission and Registration when not otherwise covered by the
above rules."

11. The Committee on Military Affairs, Lt. Col. Cron, chairman, recommended that students who had been engaged in military orA
/^
***
naval service be exempted from military drill.
Af,7.})r^

On motion of Elrod, the recommendation was unanimously adopted.
12. Moved by Rowe to refer the whole question of Military
Drill to the Committee on Military Affairs with a request to inves
tigate and make a report at a meeting of the Faculty to be held
the following Thursday at 4:10 P. M., with such recommendations
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as the committee might desire.

The motion was unanimously adopted.
A Questionnaire of a special Faculty Committee on Salaflpiss was'presented. Dy Professor Coon, Secretary of the committee. I

5,/«r.o

14. The President announced that University classes would b
suspended Tuesday afternoon, November 11th, on account of Armistitl
Day.
I

IhlidtM

'

1

15. The committee in charge of the psychological tests an
nounced plans for giving the examinations.
I
16. There being no further business before the Faculty, the j
meeting adjourned to Thursday, November 13, at 4 OP P. M.

/Secretary.

•

November 13, 1919.

1. A meeting of the faculty was held, pursuant
*
to adjourn
ment, at 4:10 P. M., on November 13, with President Sisson pre
siding.

2. Members present at opening: Ames, Bevans, Carey, Clarke
Corbin, Cron, Daum, Dexter, Dietrich, Elrod, Farmer, Penska,
Leyda, Lussky, Miller, Mollet, Owen, Robinson, Schaefer, Simes,
Sisson, Skeel3, Spaulding, Underwood, Van Deusen, Whitcomb, Zuck
and Suchy.
Members who came after meeting was called to order:
Stone, Urey.

3. A report from the Committee on Military Affairs was
the special order of business.

I

*

X
-T&T.C.

The Committee reconro^nded "that the R. 0. T. C. course
be continued in the University on its present basis."

On motion of Elrod, seconded by Carey, the motion was
unanimously carried.
4. An announcement was made by the Registrar that-data
for the Service Reports would be sent out during the ne -t few
$ days and requested that members of the faculty return their"
service report two days after receipt of• the data.
,

5* -,?1® President announced that the State Board of Educaa inQetinP at the State University during the
7<£irSt ??ek
*
an
that committees to be appointed in
/connection with the meeting would be announced later.
..
6* ^ere being no further business before the
the meeting adjourned.
* faculty,

/sy.4fa/l/
Secyatary.

December 9, 1919.
1. The regular monthly meeting of the faculty was
held, at 4:10 P, M., with President Sisson presiding.
2, Members present at opening: Ames, Bateman, Bevans
Bierman, Carey, Clarke, Cron, Dietrich, Elrod, Gardner, Gever
Graff, Howard, Hyde, Jameson, Jesse, lennes, Leyda, Lussky',^.
Merriam, Miller, Owen, Phi11ins, Schaefer, Schwalm, Simes,’
Sisson, De Loss Smith, Spaulding, Suchy. Underwood Urev
Zuck.

Members accounted for: Berry, Coon, Daum, Pore. Stone
Weisberg, Whitcomb, Whitlock.
Came after meeting was called to order: Daughters,
Lansing, Scheuch, Thompson.
Absent: Buckhous, Christianson, Corbin, Dexter, Har
mer, Fenska, Freeman, Leaphart, Mollett, Orbeck, Ormsbee,
Robinson, Rowe, Schreiber, Skeels, F. 0. Smith, Van Deusen.
3. The minutes of the meetings on November 10 and 13
were approved.

4. The Secretary read an announcement that the Women’s
Faculty Club would give a Christmas party to all members of
the faculty at Craig Hall, Saturday evening, December 27.

5. The Secretary stated that the Registrar’s office re
quested members of the faculty to hand in grade reports as
soon as completed and in no case later than Monday morning,
December 22.
6. The Committee on Admission and Registration recom
mended that the names of students who withdrew from the Uni
versity to enter war service, and to whom the "War Certifi
cate" was granted in accordance with the action of the Facul
ty of May 21, 1918, be spread upon the Minutes.
Granted June 12, 1918:
Abbott, George H.
Adams, Harry Franks
Adamson, James M.
Anderson, Jennings B.
Austin, Carl R.
Baldwin, Charle s S.
Baptist, Charles F. D.
Barnett, Donald R.
Bell, Ralph Wallace
Berg, David T.
Bienz, Thomas H.
Black, Howard B.
Blomquist, Louis Earl
Boals, Frank
Borland, Merrill Clark
Boyd, Andrew, Jr.
Brechbill, Charles C.
Briggs, Ian Albert
Brown, Robert Keith
Brown, Wingfield L.
Burrell, Fayette Owen
Butler, Hal Charles
Butzerin, Arthur Joseph
Carlson, Martin
Carver. Dwight Leslie

Chaffin, Glenn M.
Christensen, Earle Arthur
Clark, Earl F.
Cook, Samuel
Crowe, John T.
Cullinan, Nicholas C.
Dahlberg, Harry William
Dana, Edwin Morris
Davis, Walter H.
Dawson, Edward
Dolliver, William Stafford
Donoghue, Mortimer
Eaheart, Floyd J.
Ector, John Jay
Farrell, Richard Henry
Fitzgerald, Harold Edward
Fitz/rerald, Lunus Conrad
Fredericks, Robert T.
Fries, Earl Robert
Gault, John McPherson
Gault, Frank Presbay
Goble, Ward
Goldman, Jacob
Gorsline, Syemour E.
Gosman, Frank
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Gragc, Emmett A
*
Graves, Ralph S,
Gretencort, Robert John
Griffin, Harry
Hansen, Hans C.
Hanson, Meruyn Herbert
Hartson, Harley Howard
Hawkins, Thomas Lee
Higbee, Lawrence
Holzberger, Lloyd Francis
Hunt, Howard Jasper
Ingebrigtsen, Ralph L.
Jackson, John W.
Johnson, Frank A.
Jones, Alden Bennett
Jones, Kyle
Jones, Lester Taylor
Kane, William George
King, James Asher
Lamb, John Henry
Lebkicker, Samuel LeRoy,
Lister, Alvin ?’vans
Lloyd, Leslie Mark
Lockridge, Earl Forest
Longeway, Forrest Harry
Loranger, Raymond F.
McCullough, William F.
McDonald, Charles Denzel
McHaffie, Stuart Maxwell
McNair, Chester Sprague
MacMartin, Harold S.
Marsh, Lloyd D.
Marsh, Russell L.
Markle, John E. H.
Matthews, Thomas Kennedy
May, George Louis
Millam, Ralph H.
Killer, Russell H.
Molthen, Fred Theodore
Mosby, Ellsworth Charles
Muri, James Byron
Napisa, Gabriel B.
Nelson, Carl Albert
Newmack, Gustave Nicholas
Newman, Leo L.
Newman, Ritchey Owsley
Drr, Conrad Odin
Oslund, Robert
Rage, Leo Moses
Patterson, John Franklin
Peek, Tate W.
Phillips, Prank
Pippinburg, Martin
Reardon, Leo Francis
Rees, J ohn Alva
Reinholt, Theodore
Richardson, Robert W.
Ricketts, Ray A,
Robinson, Verne Eugene
Rooney, Harry Needham
Rooney, William Arthur
Russell, Harry W.

Sanderson, Lawson HarrySavage , Eugene W.
Scherok, George
Shobe, Preston Leslie
Sloan, Leigh
Smithers, Charles Owen
Somer, Augustus
Southwick, John JaySterrett, Lester G.
Stewart, Flaming Krug
Stewart, Leo William
Stone, Percy Norwood
Streit, Clarence K.
Strong, William Elmore
Swaney, Alex G.
Townsend, Joseph B.
Tuson, Richard
Wakefield, Alfred Willis
Watson, Glenn Ray
Watson, Tom Crawford
Westby, Cleve Oscar
Wilson, Fred Barlow
Wilson, Leslie Edwin
Wingett, Charles V.
W o o dwar d, War d H •
Woody, Franklyn
Zeh lA/. Z/fuiM
Granted January 2, ,1919:

Allan, Roy F.
Brechbill, Elgin E.
Brown, Dudley
Chilton, Rex W,
Crouch, George B,
Darst, Delbert J.
Davey, Clarence 0.
Davis, Arnim A.
dellers, Lambert L,
Doherty, Emmet E»
Dowd, Clarence
Dyll, Louis M.
Fahey, William George
Gessner, Bemhart F.
Gray, Ernest R.
Hale, Richard
Harris, James 0.
Harry, Arthur E.
Herring, Eaton V.
Hill, John H.
Kirkendall, Ben D.
Johnson, Lester James
Larkin, William Roger
Lester, George A®
McManus, Hugh
Malone, Earl W.
Pnillips, George A.
Rehorst, Clarence P.
bmith, George
Thorroson, Merle C.
.Turcot t, George 11
VanHorn, Thomas Boyd
Vogler, Ralph
Worth, Morton
The following is the form of the certificate used:
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"This is to certify that
is
a member of this University and that his studies
have been interrupted by his entry into the war ser
vice of the United States.
The University wishes to record its deep appre
ciation of his patriotic spirit and its earnest
hone of his return for the completion of his col
lege course.
Sealed and dated at Missoula, Montana
this
day of
19.

(signed)

___________
Chancellor

(signed)

President

Recommendation adopted.

7. The Committee on Admission and Registration rec
ommended that the statement in a letter from the Chancelc
lor’s office, dated November 25, 1919, to the effect that
.
"The Presidents1 Conference approved the scheme of trans-■
fer of credits recommended to the Chancellor by the State
University Faculty (Feb. 11, 1919, p. 53 Faculty Minutes ) TP**^^7
making it general for the whole system" be spread upon the/r<>^
minutes of the faculty.
5'tafe. A/'o ft* 4/
Recommendation adopted.
/¥'*
8.
Professor Phillips, Chairman of Committee on Ad
mission anfl Registration, requested the co-operation of
the Major Department Chairmen in the use of a new form
for making record of election of majors.

9.
The Committee on Admission and Registration rec
Q u n '"/e
ommended to President and Faculty that a special commit
tee be appointed to consider the quarter system, the lim P/<? <
itation of courses of freshmen and sophomores and the
*1 0
schedule in general. The Committee also reported that
it went on record as favoring the continuation of the
quarter system if the quarter method of limitation of
courses to three 5-hour courses for freshmen and sophomores
could be put into effect.
Motion to adopt the recommendation for the appointment
of a special committee was carried, it being understood
that the committee should hold open meetings for discussion.
10. The Curriculum Committee recommended the approv
al of the following courses.

Home Economics, 22, Dietetics, 1 qr., 2 cr.
English 16, Creative Writing, 3 qr., 6 cr.
English 153, Social Thought of Literary men,
1 qr., 4 cr.
English 20 a b c, General Literature, 3 qr., 9 cr.
English 32 b. Practice Debate, 1 qr., 2 cr.
History 27a 27b, Constitutional History of
England, 2 qr., 6 cr.

.
/!/<?//£/
< .

Motion to adopt the recommendation was carried.
11. Mr. Carey, Chairman of the Schedule Committee,
asked for corrections to the proof of schedule of classes
for the winter quarter.

12. Mr. Jesse, Chairman of Student Life Committee,
reported that the Committee, in response to a petition from
the men’s fraternities, recommended to change the rule re- -P77'''* '
quiring 24 quarter credits to 12 quarter credits earned in r'el&s

this university as a requirement for initiation.

?ioniX1?n^kedabyaBl?oa?tiae°frlsilent sustained the

5cAe 4/^/^

•*77 «<«

*~f

by Blrod and seconded by Carey to suspend the 1and^he
rule. The motion to suspend the rule was lost and th
chair stated that there was no motion before the meet
ing.
13, A motion was made by Phillips and seconded by
Daughters to begin classes during the winter quarter
only at 8:30 and that the entire schedule should be
accordingly one-half hour later. A motion was made by
Jesse end seconded by Simes to refer the matter to the
Schedule Committee with power to act. The motion was
lost. The original motion was then adopted.

14. There being no further business before the
faculty, the meeting adjourned.
//

L oyt* . 7

/zSe^reta^-y.

December 13, 1919.
1. A snecial meeting of the faculty was held at
10 o’clock, December 13, 1919, on the call of President
Sisson, who presided.
2. The following members were present: Ames, Bate
man, Bevan, Buckhous, Carey, Christensen, Clarke, Daugh
ters, Daum, Dietrich, Geyer, Craff, Hyde, Josse, Leaphart,
Bonnes, Leyda, Merrill, Miller, Orbeck. Owen, Powe, Schae
fer, Scheuch, Schreiber, Simes, Sisson, De loss Smith,
F. 0. Smith, Spaulding, Stone, Underwood, Van Deusen.

3. Referring to the action of the faculty at its
previous meeting concerning the schedule (paragraph 13)
,T;M .-f b.^.j the President stated that the fixing of the schedule was
an administrative matter, but that it was appropriate for
the faculty to take advisory action. The President stated
that owing to difficulties which did not appear at the
previous meeting of the faculty, he would refer the fixing
of the time of beginning classes to a committee composed
of the members of the Schedule Committee and the Deans.

4. The President called the attention of the Faculty
to the faculty rule concerning the distribution of grades'.
He stated that the faculty had adopted this 84t2n that
wide de-arture from the provisions of the plan resulted
in trades losine- their significance as defined in the rules
that Brave injustice resulted from failurl to comnlv with
the rule and, therefore, he requested SI flcul^v toldthl’f^Vl
J reas°nable oloseness in their ^Xs fir
the fall quarter.
iui
+4
^resident spoke about the change of
tion schedule, and the necessity for fuel oonservatioL

of^the^Boar^of
*
retary

°^U?1Catiorl ?ron’

inion in Suronoe, requesting the *
appointment
^
lni79r3ity
» . p jmoment of a renresen-

tative of this University to co-operate in the educational
and intellectual rapprochement between France and the
United States. The President nominated Dean Skeels as our
representative and the Faculty approved the nomination.
7. The Registrar asked the members of the instruc
tional staff to observe carefully the request to report
grades on all students properly registered for courses
during the fall quarter, these reports to be handed in not
later than Monday morning, December 22.
8. There being no further business before the fac
ulty, the meeting adjourned.

J anuary 13, 1920.
1. The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty was
held on the call of Acting President Scheuch at 4:10
P. M. In response to the request of the Acting President,
who was absent. Professor M. J, Elrod acted as chairman.
2. Members present at opening: Ames, Berry, Blankenagel, Christensen, Coon, Corbin, Cox, Cron, Daum, Die
trich, Elrod, Fenska, Fre man, Gardner, Geyer, Graff,
Howard, Hyde, Jameson, Jesse, Lansing, Leaphart, Leyda,
Lussky, Merrill, Miller, Newman, Orbeck, Owen, Phillips,
Robinson, Schaefer, Simes, Underwood, Urey, Van Deusen,
Whitcomb.

Accounted for: Bateman, Bierman, Clarke, Pope,
Scheuch, De Loss Smith, Spaulding, Stone, Weisberg, Whit
lock.
Came after meeting was called to order: Carey, Merri
am, Skeels, Suchy, Suck.
Absent: Bevans, Buckhous, Daughters, Dexter, Farmer,
Lennes, Mollet, Ormsbee, Rowe, Schreiber, Schwalm, F. 0.
Smith, Thompson.

3. The minutes of the meetings of December 9 and
13 were approved.
4. The Committee on Admission and Registration re
commended the following candidates for the degrees and
certificates indicated:

Name and Residence

Maj or

Credits in
Major

Total

For Degree of Bachelor of Arts:

Gault, Frank Presbay
Great Falls

Law
129
(96^ qr. cr. in
Arts and Sci.)

227-4

Purcell, James
Billings

English

64-i-

183^-

Shull, Zona
Miss oula

English

47-|-

183-^

62>

186f

Streit, Clarence K.

Journalism

